International PhD course on Economic Geography

Main theme of the course 2016:
Geography of entrepreneurship, networks and transitions

Place
Utrecht University
Utrecht

Period
12 September 13.00 pm – 15 September 18.15 pm
24 October 13.00 pm – 27 October 18.00 pm

Local organizer:
Ron Boschma (Utrecht University/Lund University)

Co-organizers:
Bjorn Asheim (Stavanger University/Lund University)
Anders Malmberg (Uppsala University)

Guest lecturers:
Bjorn Asheim (Stavanger University/Lund University)
Pierre-Alex Balland (Utrecht University/Lund University)
Fabrizio Barca (Central Bank of Italy)
Koen Frenken (Utrecht University)
Elisa Giuliani (Pisa University)
Anders Malmberg (Uppsala University)
Andrea Morrison (Utrecht University)
Andrés Rodriguez-Pose (LSE)
Erik Stam (Utrecht University)
Simone Strambach (Marburg University)
Michaela Tripl (Lund University)
Bernard Truffer (EAWAG, Utrecht University)

The International PhD course is organised under the framework of CLUSDEV MED Project H2020-MSCA-RISE-2014
**Content of course:**

The course aims to provide an introduction to contemporary research perspectives and approaches in economic geography. The core questions of this discipline – related to the role of place and space in processes of economic development – have in recent years attracted interest not just from geographers but also from economists and other social scientists. This course will debate recent theoretical developments (with special attention to evolutionary and institutional economic geography), and will discuss recent advancements in methodology and empirical analysis in economic geography.

A key theme is the study of the geography of entrepreneurship, knowledge, networks and transitions. There is increasing awareness that (different types of) networks enhance knowledge diffusion and innovation. The study of networks is a key topic in economic geography because it deals with the fundamental questions whether places or networks, and local or global networks matter for innovation. In addition, new tools in social network analysis have become available to analyse the role of (local) networks in regional development. Social network analysis has provided new insights to the cluster literature. Moreover, the spatial configuration of networks also change over time. What drives network dynamics is an emerging topic in economic geography. And, there is an expanding literature on the geography of transition which attracts a lot of attention.

This course takes up the following questions with respect to the main theme: to what extent need firms to be proximate in order to enhance innovation? What kinds of knowledge need to be recombined to enhance regional development? How does the geography of entrepreneurship look like? What kinds of network configurations are conducive to regional innovation? Who matters in networks of innovation? And how do networks of innovation evolve over time? How do regions diversify over time? Which types of agents induce structural change in regions? How do institutions affect the development of new growth paths? What kind of regional policy is needed to enhance regional innovation? What types of smart specialization policies and cluster policies could work? Which regional features favour the transition towards more sustainable development? And what kinds of (institutional, evolutionary) theories are needed to accommodate these questions?

It is these questions what makes economic geography such an exciting discipline. Currently, many social scientists besides economic geographers are working on these topics, making it a cross-disciplinary endeavour. It is fair to say that many theoretical, conceptual and empirical issues still remain to be solved. Leading experts that are currently working on these research frontiers will take up these challenges, and discuss the latest insights. Network analysis will take a prominent part. A computer practicum will be organized in which students will learn to use and apply social and dynamic network analysis. And students learn how to analyze transitions towards sustainable development. PhD students will acquire the latest knowledge concerning these theoretical, methodological and empirical issues.

The organizers will participate actively in the course. Leading experts will present the latest developments with respect to the geography of entrepreneurship, knowledge, networks and transitions, and provide comments on the PhD projects and feedback on the paper that students have to write.

Each PhD student will get 45 minutes to present and discuss his/her PhD project (20 minutes presentation, 25 minutes discussion). A senior researcher and a PhD student will act as discussants for each PhD project.
Each PhD student has to select a topic among the ones that are addressed in the September meeting and write a paper on that topic (max. 3,000 words). This paper has to be submitted to the local organizer a week before the October meeting. During the October meeting, the student will get feedback from a senior researcher and receive a grade, if sufficient. The best paper will win an award.
Program

Monday 12 September

Room:

13.00 welcome by Ron Boschma

13.15 – 15.00 Ron Boschma (Utrecht University/Lund University)
Evolutionary economic geography: relatedness and diversification

15.15-16.00 PhD student 1

- senior discussant: Ron Boschma
- junior discussant:

16.15-17.00 PhD student 2

- senior discussant: Ron Boschma
- junior discussant:

17.15-18.00 PhD student 3

- senior discussant: Ron Boschma
- junior discussant:

18.15-19.00 PhD student 4

- senior discussant: Bjorn Asheim
- junior discussant:

Tuesday 13 September

Room:

9.00 – 10.45 Erik Stam
Geography of Entrepreneurship

Room:

11.15 – 12.00 PhD student 5
12.15 – 13.00 PhD student 6

13.00-13.45 lunch

13.45 - 15.30 Anders Malmberg (Uppsala University)
Localized learning, buzz and pipelines: a knowledge-based theory of spatial clustering

15.45 - 16.30 PhD student 7

16.30 - 17.15 PhD student 8

17.15 - 18.00 PhD student 9

Wednesday 14 September

Room:

9.00 – 11.00 Andrea Morrison (Utrecht University)
Social network analysis

11.15 – 12.00 PhD student 10

12.15 – 13.00 PhD student 11
• senior discussant: Andrea Morrison
• junior discussant:

13.00-14.00 lunch

14.00 – 16.00 Bjorn Asheim (Stavanger University/Lund University)
Knowledge bases, clusters and regional innovation systems

16.15 – 17.00 PhD student 12
• senior discussant: Andrea Morrison
• junior discussant:

17.15 – 18.00 PhD student 13
• senior discussant: Bjorn Asheim
• junior discussant:

18.15 – 19.00 PhD student 14
• senior discussant: Bjorn Asheim
• junior discussant:

Thursday 15 September

Room:

9.00 – 11.00 Bernhard Truffer (EAWAG, Utrecht University)
Geography of Transitions

11.00 – 11.45 PhD student 15
• senior discussant: Bernhard Truffer
• junior discussant:

11.45 – 12.30 PhD student 16
• senior discussant: Bernhard Truffer
• junior discussant:

Room:

13.00-14.00 lunch
14.00 – 15.45 Andrés Rodriguez-Pose (LSE)
Institutions and regional development in Europe

16.00 – 16.45 PhD student 17

- senior discussant: Andrés Rodriguez-Pose (LSE)
- junior discussant:

16.45 – 17.30 PhD student 18

- senior discussant: Andrés Rodriguez-Pose (LSE)
- junior discussant:

17.30 – 18.15 PhD student 19

- senior discussant: Andrés Rodriguez-Pose (LSE)
- junior discussant:

Monday 24 October

Room:

13.00 welcome by Ron Boschma

13.15 – 15.00 Elisa Giuliani (Pisa University)
Evaluating the impact of cluster development

15.00 – 15.45 PhD student 20

- senior discussant: Elisa Giuliani
- junior discussant:

15.45 - 16.30 PhD student 21

- senior discussant: Elisa Giuliani
- junior discussant:

16.30 – 17.15 PhD student 22

- senior discussant: Elisa Giuliani
• junior discussant:
17.30 – 18.15 PhD student 23
• senior discussant: Pierre-Alex Balland
• junior discussant:

18.15 – 19.00 PhD student 24
• senior discussant: Pierre-Alex Balland
• junior discussant:

**Tuesday 25 October**

*Room:*

**9.00 - 11.00 Simone Strambach (Marburg University)**
Micro-dynamics of knowledge, path plasticity and institutional change

11.15 – 12.00 PhD student 25
• senior discussant: Simone Strambach
• junior discussant:

12.15 – 13.00 PhD student 26
• senior discussant: Simone Strambach
• junior discussant:

13.00 - 14.00 Lunch

*Rooms: Van Unnik (tba)*

14.00 – 17.30 feedback on papers by international researchers (3 parallel sessions)

**Wednesday 26 October**

*Room:*

**9.00 – 11.00 Fabrizio Barca (Central Bank of Italy)**
Place-based policies

11.15-13.00 Pierre-Alex Balland (Utrecht University/Lund University)
Network dynamics and economic geography

13.00-14.00 lunch

Room:

14.00-18.00 Andrea Morrison and Pierre-Alex Balland (Utrecht University)
Network analysis
Computer Practicum

Thursday 27 October
Room:

9.00 – 11.00 Koen Frenken (Utrecht University)
Geography of Transition: Sharing

11.15 - 12.00 PhD student 27
• senior discussant: Koen Frenken
• junior discussant:

12.15 – 13.00 PhD student 28
• senior discussant: Koen Frenken
• junior discussant:

Room:

13.00-14.00 lunch

14.00-16.00 Michaela Trippl (Lund University)
Smart specialization: conceptual foundations and policy practices in European regions

16.15 - 17.00 PhD student 29
• senior discussant: Michaela Trippl
• junior discussant:

17.15 - 18.00 PhD student 30
• senior discussant: Michaela Trippl
• junior discussant:

18.00 announcement of the best paper award
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After arrival at Schiphol Airport, you can take a train to Utrecht Central Station. Train tickets are available from the yellow ticket machines near the platforms at Schiphol Plaza or from the ticket offices. There is a direct train to Utrecht every 30 minutes and the journey takes about half an hour. Once in Utrecht central station, you can take bus 12 or 28 to reach the buildings located in the campus (Van Unnik and Library). The Academiegebouw and the Universiteitsmuseum building are located in the city center (walking distance from the train station).